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The other major problem with a smartphone camera is that you don't have a reliable means of communicating with it. Sure, you can use the smartphone's apps for this, but apps can't operate reliably while a smartphone is moving. What you need is the apps themselves, not a phone. To address this, ACRCloud has created its own mobile applications for smartphone cameras. With the ACRCloud mobile apps, you can
get reliable connectivity to your smartphone's camera over the cellular network. Thus, the smartphone doesn't need to be physically near the camera for ACRCloud's mobile apps to access the camera's contents. ACRCloud's mobile apps can be used with any Android or iOS smartphone, both smartphones in which ACRCloud's basic version is installed and smartphones in which ACRCloud is being used as an add-

on. Since the mobile apps are cloud-based, the applications have easy-to-use functions for adding, editing, and sharing the contents of your smartphone's camera. Not only does ACRCloud's mobile app provide these basic functions, but the mobile apps also provide additional advanced functions for working with your smartphone's camera. For example, you can have ACRCloud's mobile apps work with your
smartphone's camera to turn it into a precise, high-quality image capturing machine, which is ideal for taking photos of artwork. The ACRCloud mobile apps are free, so you don't have to worry about having to pay for the service. All you have to do is download the mobile apps and add your information to the ACRCloud database. From there, you can begin using the mobile apps immediately. The ACRCloud

mobile apps are currently available only for Android smartphones, but if you have an iOS device, you can use it with the ACRCloud for iOS add-on. The ACRCloud mobile apps have a universal interface, so you can use it in a smartphone's camera mode and as a remote controller. The mobile apps also have some unique camera controls that provide camera users with more advanced functionality. For example, you
can zoom in and out by tapping a specific area on the screen to zoom in, and tap again to zoom out. You can also tilt the smartphone's camera view and change it to a horizontal view. As we discussed earlier, ACRCloud's mobile apps will not support some major smartphone camera features, including autofocus, scene modes, flash, and high dynamic range. If the mobile apps
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